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Is Saudi pact final?

Warnbach says
contract unsigned
By LEXIE VERDON
Montana Kaimin Reporter

Despite Gov. Thomas Judge’s
statement to the contrary, no con
tract has been signed tor the joint
Montana-Saudi Arabia research pro
ject, Robert Wambach, University of
Montana forestry school dean, said
yesterday.
Judge announced April 9 at the
Montana International Trade
Showcase ’76 in Billings that a $25
million contract had been signed
between Saudi Arabia and Montana
for a forestry and agriculture
research exchange program.
Wambach said he did not know
where the governor got his in
formation. He added that he has not
been in contact with Judge.
Wambach said he has been in
Saudi Arabia for the past three weeks
as the official representative of the
state in the negotiations with the
Saudis.
He said a three-to-four page
proposal, which is to be used as a
basis for a final contract, was written
at the negotiations.

MAIN HALL, known formally as University Hall, has crouched at the east end of the University of Montana oval
for nearly eighty years. Constructed in 1898, the building houses one of the few carillons, or set of bells, in the
United States. (Montana Kaimin photo by Al Dekmar)

Montana prisoners
are testin g new drugs
copyright 1976

by RONALD J. SCHLEYER
Special to the Montana Kaimin

A brewing national controversy
over the ethics of medical ex
perim entation on prisonervolunteers has left Montana among
the dwindling number of states that
still enthusiastically support it.

First in a series—the next part will
appear Tuesday
Federal investigators on a
nationwide survey moved quietly
through Montana in February ques
tioning officials and employes of the
University of Montana, the state
prison and the quasi-public UM
Foundation.
The object of their inquiry was the
degree of control Montana has over
the conduct of a nine-year-old drug
testing program at Montana State
Prison in Deer Lodge.
The originator and sponsor of the
continuing program to test new
drugs for toxicity and dosage range
is the world’s largest drug manufac
turer. Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc., of
Nutley, N.J.
Supervised by an independent
Board of Review in Missoula with the
concurrence of the UM Foundation,
the research program tests 8 or 10
experimental drugs a year on
volunteers among the prison's 400 or
so inmates—65 per cent of whom
have agreed to participate for small

fees that still pay better than most
prison jobs.
THIS SERIES WILL EXPLORE
THE NATIONAL CONTROVERSY
OVER PRISONER EXPERIMEN
TATION, DISCUSS THE DRUG
COMPANY’S RELATIONSHIPS
WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF MON
TANA, INTRODUCE MEMBERS OF
THE SUPERVISING BOARD OF
REVIEW AND TALK ABOUT HOW
THE PROGRAM AFFECTS THE
PRISON AND PRISONERS.
The investigators who visited Mon
tana in February represented the
National Commission for Protection
of Human Subjects of Biomedical
and Behavioral Research. This
month, the commission is tQ report
the results of a two-year study of
prisons, public, private military and
veterans’ hospitals, and other
institutions involved in medical
research on humans.
Based on the commission’s
recom m endations, the U.S.
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare is to respond to the
growing concern over the rights of all
those involved, especially fetuses
and babies, children, the retarded
and prisoners, and is to address the
ethical dilemmas encountered in ex
perimenting on them.
A permanent National Advisory
Council on human experimentation
is to follow, to act as a watchdog for
HEW. Congress established the
commission following national scan
dals involving unethical and even
lethal research programs, including:
• Cont. on p. 9.

Proposal Reviewed
That proposal will be reviewed
tomorrow in Butte by representatives
from UM, MSU and the Montana
International Trade Commission,

Joe Asleson, dean of the MSU
College of Agriculture, said
yesterday.
Officials Unavailable
Wambach, Asleson and Roy
Huffman, MSU vice president in
charge of research, will represent the
universities at the meeting. Officials
of the MITC were unavailable to
name their representatives.
The original proposal, which
raised a controversy at UM because
it would link the University with a
country that was accused of prac
tising racial and sex discrimination,
called for a $50 million project that
would include three agriculture and
forestry research stations built and
maintained by UM and MSU in Saudi
Arabia. It also provided for con
tinuing research and enrollment of
Saudi students at the Montana cam
puses.
Two Stations
Under the program Judge an
nounced April 9, the Montana
universities would build two
agricultural research stations in
return for money and the purchase of
Montana products.
Judge was unavailable for
comment on Wambach’s statement
(see related story on this page). His
executive assistant, Keith Colbo,
said he did not know where the
governor got his information.

W h e r e is G o v . J u d g e ?
The following is a partial list
from some Montana reporters
who have made unsuccessful
attempts to contact Gov.
Thomas Judge about both his
statements concerning his
1972 campaign funds and his
recent announcement of the
signing of the Saudi Arabia
research proposal contract
(see related story p. 1):
Tuesday, April 20. J.D.
Holmes of the Associated
Press was told that Judge had
gone to Cheyenne, Wyo., fora

meeting of the Old West
Regional Commission. Later,
however, an aide told Holmes
that Judge decided at the last
minute to remain in Helena
and "take the day off."
Wednesday, April 21. Arthur
Hutchinson ,of the Lee
Newspapers State Bureau
reported that “Judge did not
make himself available Tues
day or Wednesday to explain
his explanations.”
Wednesday night the Mon
tana Kaimin talked to a Judge

THOMAS JUDGE, Montana governor, has been unavailable for
comment recently, according to several newsmen around the state.

aide who said he did not know
where Judge was but thought
he was at a dinner in Billings.
The aide asked not to be iden
tified, but referred the Kaimin
to Sidney Armstrong, the
secretary of Judge’s 1972 cam
paign club, for Judge's home
phone number. Armstrong
also said Judge was in Billings.
But when the Kaimin con
tacted an editor of the Billings
Gazette, he said he did not
know anything about Judge
being in Billings.
Thursday, April 22. After
learning about the possibility
that the Saudi Arabian con
tract had not been signed yet,
the Kaimin called Judge’s
Helena office at 1 p.m. John
Linder, Judge's press
secretary, said that the
governor was in Miles City to
address a realtors convention.
At 3 p.m. the Kaimin called the
Miles City Star to get an
agenda of Judge’s visit and see
if it was possible to talk to him
between engagements. The
Star said he had already left
Miles City. At 3:10 p.m. the
Federal Aeronautics Ad
ministration said that Judge
had just left Miles City and that
he had filed a flight plan for
Helena. At 5 p.m. a Judge aide
told the Kaimin that the
governor was still in Miles City
and that Judge would try to
call the Kaimin today and
answer questions.

opinion
Two Hundred
Years

Later
T he year is 1976 and the corporate
state, America, is preparing itself for
the Bicentennial, the celebration of 200
years of profit making.
There is no doubt that the United
States is a capitalistic nation with a
deeply imbedded capitalistic social
system.
As we approach the 200th an
niversary of the signing of the
Declaration of Independence, it is time
to reflect on this nation’s history.
The signers of the declaration were
on the whole wealthy colonial business
men who sought freedom from tax
ation and exploitation from mother
England, but when it came time for bat
tle it was the poor farmers and
craftsmen who laid their lives on the
line.
And what were the freedoms that
these yankee doodle dandies fought
and died for?
The freedom to vote, provided that a

lamontano
k a i m

person owned land, was male and not a
slave.
The freedom from taxation without
representation, unless one was a
farmer from Western Pennsylvania,
who had a tax placed on his whiskey
and had no say about it.
The freedom of the press, if one did
not print something that fell under the
Alien and Sedition Act of 1798.
These were freedoms guaranteed by
the constitution, but they were folded,
bent and mutilated for the American
cause.
Yes, America the free and the brave.
Even as the country reached its 50th
year, immigrants were regarded in
much the same way Puerto Ricans are
today; blacks were still sold on the auc
tion block, and the native American
people were being killed and driven off
their ancestral territories.
Yes, today many of these things have
changed. Women, blacks and non
landowners cah vote; there is no
slavery; freedom of the press is no
longer impinged by sedition acts,
Native Americans are no longer being
massacred in “ Indian Wars,” and
everyone has elected officials
representing them when taxes are
passed, but all is not right.
It is still the rich who get justice and
the poor who get the shaft; everyone
over the age of 18 can vote, but no one
is sure which politicians can be trusted.
Native Americans are an oppressed
minority, living on the poorest lands,

and nobody really knows what the
elected officials are doing.
But the United States of America has
become the most powerful nation in
the world.
Powerful and mighty, yet so hated
that American students traveling
abroad often wear the Canadian maple
leaf because they are ashamed.
The question is whether we should
continue to proliferate this power and
in doing so proliferate the hatred.
Would it be so terrible to be just
another country on this planet? Would
we be any less a people if our country

was the second, third or fourth greatest
power in the world?
It is men like Gerald Ford, Henry Kis
singer and Richard Nixon that have
told us we must be the best or we will be
crushed.
On the eve of the Bicentennial, do
not forget the hatred and atrocities of
the past, learn from them, and try to
build a better future.
Celebrate the American Revolution
with revolt. Things can still be
changed.
Jon Jacobson

m
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Movie Ads
Editor I would like to express my anger at a
couple of misleading, or rather, intentionally
deceptive and manipulative ads appearing in
the Montana Kaimin. On April 20 the Kaimin
ran an ad for the World Theatre in which said
theatre announced that One Flew Over The
Cuckoo’s Nest "Ends tonite.” However, we see
in the April 21 Kaimin ad for the World
Theatre that, Lo and Behold, Cuckoo’s Nest is
held over for an eighth smashing >week! I
wonder how many poor slobs raced down to
the World on the 20th so they wouldn’t miss it,
only to find that on the 21st it’s still playing!

J a c k A n d e rs o n

V

WASHINGTON—The death of Howard
Hughes may have a major impact on
America’s military preparedness.
The late, eccentric billionaire made most
of his money doing contract work for the
Pentagon. Hughes’ military business,
moreover, has been growing in the last
several years.
In 1973, Hughes’ total contracts with the
Pentagon ran to $546.7 million. By last year
that figure had jumped dramatically to
$1,026 billion. Many of these projects are
crucial to the future national defense.
Some military experts fear that the
billionaire’s death and the resulting
disorganization in his empire will delay the
work.
Other Hughes companies, meanwhile,
have also won key government contracts
from other agencies. They have worked for
the Justice Department, the Interior
Department, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, the Federal Aviation
Administration and, of course, the Central
Intelligence Agency.
While it is impossible to ascertain the ex
act figure, knowledgeable sources insist
that Hughes’ secret contract work for the
CIA alone has run into the millions in the
last 8 or 10 years. His Glomar Explorer
Project, for example, cost Uncle Sam
upwards of $350 million.
It will take months, and probably even
years, to sort out the tangled financial web
of Hughes’ empire. Meanwhile, Hughes

(No, not me, I raced down there during the
sixth smashing week!)
I probably wouldn’t complain if this type ot
advertising by movie theatres was rare. But it
seems to be a persistent advertising techni
que—a wonderful ploy. One would think the
Truth in Advertising Law would apply to movie
theatres too.
Kaimin editor, Jonathan Krim, when at
tacked for another ad that earlier appeared in
the Kaimin, said on April 15 that, “Ads do not
reflect editorial policy.” I would suggest that
the ads in any newspaper imply tacit approval
of that paper of that ad. If Kaimin ads do not
reflect that paper’s editorial policy or ethical
stance, I’d like to know what does! Since when

is a newspaper unable to decide which ads will
or will not appear in that publication!
David Scurlock
senior, geography/history

(------ ---------------- \

Letters Policy

Letters should be: ‘ Typed, preferably triple spaced:
•Signed with the author's name, class, major, telephone
number and address: *No more than 300 words (longer
letters will be printed occasionally); ^Mailed or brought
to the Montana Kaimin. J-206. The Kaimin reserves the
right to edit all letters and is under no obligation to print
all letters received.

V _____________ ______ ________ )

■ ■ ■ ■ with Joe Spear

corporate officials insist that it is as busy as
usual.
But if Uncle Sam is able to assess high
inheritance taxes on Hughes’ estate, the
company’s work for the Pentagon and
other agencies could be in jeopardy.
Corporate assets would have to be li
quidated, which almost surely would mean
job layoffs. This, of course, would delay or
even halt production of vital defense
systems.
In short, the Internal Revenue Service is
not the only agency worried about the state
of Howard Hughes’ estate.
• After the Fall: Washington Post
reporters Bob Woodward and Carl
Bernstein have caused a controversy with
their publication of The Final Days,
chronicling Richard Nixon’s last days in the
White House.
But we have been keeping up with Nixon
since he left 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
It was a defeated, distraught Richard
Nixon who went into seclusion at San
Clemente. One source with access to him
described him as "totally weary, terribly
depressed and completely despondent.”
Another source was struck by Nixon’s
"stark loneliness.” The former president
was "absolutely alone within himself," the
source said. These were his worst days. His
nerves were frayed; his conversation
sometimes wandered, and he had to take
Seconal to sleep.
Nixon’s psyche was so "delicate,” ac
cording to our sources, that loyal aides

would take visitors aside and caution them
not to mention Watergate. Nixon even
developed a strange inability to repeat the
name of the special Watergate prosecutor,
Leon Jaworski.
Yet all our sources agree that Nixon
aiways had complete control of his
faculties. Slowly, he began to come out of
his shell. It helped him to talk things out
with his wife, Pat. Sources who overheard
some of their conversation tell me Nixon
began to pour out his feelings to his wife.
When he came close to death in the hos
pital, she was constantly at his side. But
once she was away for two hours. Nixon,
plaintively asked for her. Let me quote one
source directly on this. "If it hadn’t been for
Pat,” this source said, "Dick would not have
survived. Her presence pulled him
through.”
The former president is now engrossed
in his memoirs. Like Woodward and
Bernstein, he has tried to reconstruct his
final days. He has questioned former aides
to help him recall the agonizing details.
Nixon has indicated, of course, that his
account will be quite different than the
Woodward-Bernstein version. But he
hasn't yet committed it to writing because
he hasn’t reached this point in his manu
script.
Incidentally, his researchers furnish him
with detailed memos, but he is writing his
own book. . .in longhand on legal-size
yellow pads. Sources who have had access
to the unfinished manuscript say it is pain-

fully frank in some places. He blames
himself for mishandling Watergate. But
most of all, he blames his former chief of
staff, H. R. Haldeman.
Today, Richard Nixon’s leg pains him
when he is on his feet more than an hour.
He takes anticoagulants three times a day.
And he still requires Seconal to sleep at
nights.
But he talks confidently of the future. He
believes history will treat him kindly
because of his efforts as a peacemaker.
• Pistol Packers: On April Fool's Day, a
42-year-old woman tried to walk into the
House of Representatives visitors’ gallery
with a loaded pistol.
It was no prank. She was stopped by the
police, who took a .22 caliber automatic
from her.
There is no evidence that she planned to
shoot up the House of Representatives, as
Puerto Rican terrorists did in 1954. She
voluntarily surrendered the pistol from her
purse. She explained to the police that she
was a widow and that a friend had given her
the automatic for protection.
But unfortunately for her, the law bans
private firearms on the Capitol grounds. So
the woman was booked for carrying a
concealed deadly weapon.
The new X-ray devices in congressional
offices have turned up eight guns. Capitol
Police Chief James Powell says all eight
were carried by "misguided people," not
potential assassins.
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by Garry Trudeau
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Pub Board says male contributions
will not destroy intent of Gilt Edge
In the wake of complaints over an
advertisement run last Wednesday in
the Montana Kaimin for positions on
the Gilt Edge, Publications Board
has decided to accept applications
from both men and women.
The advertisement for the
magazine which bills itself as a poem
and short-story magazine about and
for women, was soliciting ap
plications for editor and business
manager. It specified "women only."
The advertisement could have
resulted in a sexism suit, Kathleen
Holden, equal employment op
portunity officer at the University of
Montana, said last week.
PB adopted a policy yesterday
which attempts to avoid sexism in

Correction
The Montana Kaimin incorrectly
reported in the AP Briefs yesterday
that Montana would receive $1.7
billion for summer jobs. The correct
amount is $1.7 million. The other
amount cited in the brief, half a
billion dollars for the summer-job
program nationally, is correct.

searching for applicants for staff
positions on Gilt Edge.
The new policy says:
• Gilt Edge will provide an equal
employment and publication op
portunity, one which is compatible
with its content.
• PB will open the Gilt Edge editor
and business manager positions to
any qualified candidates.
• PB will select an editor and
business manager to comply with
this policy and to further the goals of
Gilt Edge.

Gilt Edge is a magazine “for and
about” women as well as “by
women,” the new Gilt Edge policy
reads.
The policy, given to PB by Beth
Gardiner, a board member, con
tinued: “male contributions to and
work on the Gilt Edge need not des
troy the intent as a women’s literary
magazine. Indeed, if tapped as a
viable resource, it could enhance not
only the quality, but also the intent
of the Gilt Edge."

— news briefs—
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A federal judge in Oklahoma City, Okla., ordered Thursday that three women
be allowed to transport the drug laetrile, which is an alleged cancer cure, into
the United States for their own use. Laetrile, made from apricot pits, has been
banned by the Food and Drug Administration on the grounds that it has not
been proven to be an effective drug. However, U.S. District Court Judge
Luther Bohanon, saying it would be “out-and-out cruelty" to deny the women
the drug, ruled that they be allowed to import it.

Children make the world a safer place to live a psychologist said yesterday.
Dr. Pual Cameron, associate professor of human development at St. Mary's
College of Maryland, said "children are associated with greater altruism on
the part of their parents.” He also said his studies show people who have
children are less likely to have traffic accidents or to engage in potentially
lethal actions. He added, "As our society is starting to choose Childlessness
more frequently, perhaps it is time to pause and weigh the possible negative
effects of such a choice against the apparent advantages.”

A once-secret 1957 report erroneously predicting a Soviet missile advantage
within two or three years was published for the first time yesterday. Ordered
by President Dwight Eisenhower, the Gaither Committee report was sub
mitted to the President and the National Security Council on Nov. 7,1957. It
recommended a major increase in defense spending and a nationwide fallout
shelter program costing $25 billion. The report, prepared by a 90-member
science panel headed by H. Rowan Gaither Jr. of the Ford Foundation, was
declassified in 1973. ■

Great Value—even at $100!
Our diamond engagement
rings shine in any
crowd —by any
comparison.
In 14-karat gold
Others
from $75.

Recent jazz concert loses money
received.$4,500 and the Persuasions
were paid $1,750 according to
Gorton's figures. The cost of sound
and lights for the show was $1,500,
Jack Gorton, pop concerts
coordinator, who made the projec Gorton said.
Gorton anticipates that the actual
tion, said the expenditures for the
loss will be somewhat less than his
April 16 show by Program Council
projection, but he said exact figures
totaled $13,421.72.
will not be known until the Physical
Total paid admissions were $7,361, Plant bills PC for the use of the Harry
Gorton said, adding that about 1,800 Adams Field House, where the
concert was held. Those figures will
persons attended the concert.
Return to Forever, featuring be available in three to four weeks,
keyboard artist Chick Corea, Gorton said.

The total projected loss to ASUM
from the recent Return to ForeverPersuasions concert is $6,061.
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Rodger Burton and Michael Tait's original...

Your Complete Sporting Goods Store

Name Brands:
Head
Davis
Wilson
MacGregor
Dunlop

You’ll b e glad y o u 'v e g o t
a Climbing B oot th is good
Professionally designed and carefully con
structed for mountaineering, climbing and
hiking with heavy packs above the snow
and ice line. Available in sizes N(B) 4-16,
M(D) 5-16, W(EE) 6-14.

Wilson
Extra Duty
Tennis Balls
$2.49 per can
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Y^eYaountoiM ke o ta

for Men & Women
at Many Prices
The Greatest
Selection of
Tennis Rackets in Town
Many at Discount Prices

ALBU M S & TAPES
NEW and USED
BUY — SELL — TR A D E
3rd at H ig g in s
7 2 8 -1 2 2 0
(JUST OVER THE BRIDGE)

sports

men's softball
These are the men’s intramural softball standings after play from April 1 through April 20. Women’s
■ and co-rec standings will be published next week.

Ashworth League
Team
Vas Deferens
Thumpers
Frozen to Death
BFA
Out to Lunch Bunch
Fred & Barney
SAE
Rick

Mark Angelo League
Team
Sigma Chi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Space Cadets
Phi Delta Theta
Mountain Marauders
Nads
Close but No Cigars

Dusty Dan's League
Team
Butte Rats
Geeks
Turner Street Gang
Canned Fetus
Northern A’s
R.A.’s
NAPA Bandagos

Rick Knudsen League
Team
Basco's Boys
Cardinal Puff
Original Teen Angels
Snortin' Goose
Fups
Kegheads
Barfo Pukco

W
2
1
1
1
1
0
0

L
0
0
1
1
1
2

Glenn Wysel League
Team
Wooly Scutters
ROV's
Jesse 2nd Floor
Geogfrees
Old Timers
Link Sausage
Dillfish
Masterbatting
Dillfish

L
0
1
1
1
1
1
0 2
0 2

— campus rec —-----------------------------------—

Rex Thompson League

W

Team_____________________________ W L

3
2
2
1

Sting
Blood, Sweat & Beers
Eta-Pus
Nads
The Normal Underdogs
Blue Sky Rangers
Wretched Ruggers

2
1
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
1
2

0 1
Stu Kellner League

WL
2 0
2 0
1 1
1 1
0 1
0 1
0 2

______ W
2
1
1
1
1
0
0

W
2
1
1
1
1
0
0

L
0
1
1
1
0
1
2

L
0
0
0
1
1
2
2

Doug Alexander League
Team
Bad Asses
Bailey Walley's
A.C.&MP
Sigma Nu Hard Times
War Babies
Space Cowboys
ATO
Muff Divers #13
Gary Yinneau League
Team
Over the Hill Gang
The Baseballers
DOA's I
Mellow Fellows
60,000.000 Buffalo
Whole in the
Wall Gang
Marx Brothers and
Friends
Phil Graham League
Team
Final Thrust
Dad’s Doo Doos
Theta Chi Muffdivers
SPE Nads
Slippery When Wet
The Cold Club
Army ROTC

L
3 0
w

2
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
2
2
0
2

W

L
0
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
1
1

1 1

Team_____________________________w

L

Heat without Light
Men's REA
Mad Dogs
Schecter Chickens
Pounding Trout
Two-humped
Camel Caravan
Flynn's Stamp
Trainers

0
1
1
2
2

Jay Glover League
Team______________
Wild Sea Hares
~
Bridge Grill West
The Magic Blow
Screamin Seamer
Stark Ravins
Itylickers
King's Men

4
3
3
2
2
i

3

1

3

w L
3
3
1

0
0

1

1
1

1
0
0

2
3
3

0 2

w

2
1
1
1
1
1
0

L
0
0
0
1
1
1
2

The Campus Recreation sponsored co-rec tandem bicycle race will
start at 10 tomorrow morning on the Oval. Participants are asked to
meet by the grizzly. They may sign up today in Women s Center 109 or
at the time of the race.
Men and women wishing to compete in the Campus Recreation golf
tournament Sunday must sign up today in WC 109.
There will be an Outdoor Swap Sale from 2 to 5 p.m. at the Men's Gym
Thursday. There will be tables set up displaying equipment from
downtown merchants, Keith Glaes, acting director of Campus
Recreation, said yesterday.
The displayed equipment will not be for safe, he said.
Interested persons may take their old outdoor equipment, including
anything from fishing tackle to ski equipment and camping gear, to be
sold, bartered or swapped.
Glaes said the only equipment that cannot be sold at the swap sale
will be technical climbing equipment and downhill safety release
bindings.

Mike Hoonana League
Team________________________w L
Son of Boyle
2 0
Barking Spiders
2 0
Sky City Huskers
1 1
Up and Coming
1 1
Last Chance
1 1
Stadurs Striders
1 1
Fluid Motion
0 2
Spectrophotometries
0 2

Track team to go to Pullman
The University of Montana men’s
track and field team will venture
away from home for the first time this
quarter to compete in a double dual
meet against Washington State
University and San Jose State in
Pullman, Washington.
This will be the toughest meet for
the UM team with the San Jose team
holding fourth place from the 1975
NCAA C ham pionships and

Washington State with ninth at the
NCAA meet.
The Washington State team
however, is expected to make the
best showing, although both San
Jose and Washington State have
strong individual talent.
UM, which has had a number of
good performances, is unques
tionably the underdog against these
two powerful squads.

MANN THEATRES
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iS E & T R E

The Most Devastating
Detective Story Of This Century

265 W. FRONT
Open Daily 11 A .M . Last Show 10 P .M .
Late Show Fri. A Sat. 11 P.M.
$3 Student w/valid I.D.
M IS S O U LA ’S O N L Y A D U L T TH E A T R E

Dungeon of Lust
and
Censored

REDFORD/HOFFMAN

Friday and Saturday at Midnight Onlyl
THE HEADIEST SIG H T-A N D -SO U N D

IN A FILMED CONCERT "YESS0NGS”

«>» RICK WAKEMAN
STEVE HOWE

r. km

JON ANDERSON

v .c .u

ALAN WHITE

Keyboards
*,m *

CHRIS SQUIRE

byELIMANRIMENTERPRISESINC.
*

ROBERT REDFORD/DUSTIN HOFFM AN 'ALLTH E PRESIDENTS M EN"
S tarring JA C K W ARDEN Special appearance by M ARTIN BALSAM ,
H AL HO LBRO O K and JASO N ROBARDS as Ben Bradlee
Screenplay by W ILLIAM G O LD M AN • M usic by DAVIDSHIRE
Based o n the boo k by C ARL BERNSTEIN and BO B W OODWARD
P roduced by WALTER C O BLEN Z • D irected by ALAN J PAKULA
A W ildw ood Enterprises Production • A R obert Redford - Alan J Pakula Film
'Fc-vroioo-: .-'-f-.e- w ; C*y'

— SHOWS AT —
7:00 and 9:30

CINEMA-SOUND EXPEDIENCE IN 4-CHANNEt

FULL STEREO S O U N D
Hear !JESon Atlantic Records&Tains

u»

Interest on insured loans
goes to UM, not students
By RON WILCOX
Montana Kalinin Contributing Reporter

Interest earned on federally insured student loans is kept by the University
of Montana to cover "administrative expenses" of the program, Dale
Thornton, assistant director of financial aids, said recently in an interview.
Under the federally insured student loan program, a student can receive
only one-third of his total loan per quarter, unless the bank through which his
loan is awarded agrees to give the student his total loan at one time.
Banks often send the total loan to UM which must then take the res
ponsibility of disbursing the loan in segments, Charles Thorne, supervisor of
accounts receivable, said.
The amount of the loan withheld from a student is “pooled with University
funds" until the following quarters when it is given to the student, he said.
UM then “hopefully" earns interest from these funds, Thornton said.
He added that he recommended $1,380,687 in loans be approved for 759
students from the beginning of the Summer Sessions, 1975, to the end of
Spring Quarter, 1976.

UM Not Notified
The total amount actually approved by banks is not known, though, he said,
because UM often is not notified by banks.
The actual amount of interest drawn from withheld loans is also not known,
Thorne said, because they are part of a general University fund that is not
categorized.
The federal government does not specify where interest earned from
withheld loans is to go, Thornton said, but UM keeps the interest earned to
cover the expenses of carrying out the program.
Skipping Off
Thorne said the regulation of disbursing one-third of each loan per quarter
was enacted by the federal government to keep students from “skipping off"
without paying their loans.
Students also used to take out large loans, go to school for only one quarter
and use the remainder of the loan for purposes other than education, he said.
He added that students with good intentions are “discriminated against"
because of such practices.
Thornton said students can talk to the banks through which their loans are
taken to bypass the regulation.
It is the option of the bank whether to give a student his loan all at once or
one-third per quarter, he said.
Familiar Students
Jerry Findley of Western Montana National Bank said it is their preference
to give the total loan amount to students with whom they are familiar so they
can Dlace it in their personal accounts and draw interest.
Hefeaid that loans are usually passed on to the University to disburse onethird per quarter when the bank is not familiar with the student.
If the bank takes the option of disbursing the loan, he said, interest is not
earned on the withheld segments.
The federal regulation of disbursing loans in segments can be bypassed
only on federally insured loans, Thornton said. National direct student loans
must always be given out one-third per quarter, he said.

Wildlife Society sponsors photo contest
Deadline for entries in the amateur
wildlife photography contest spon
sored by the University of Montana
Wildlife Society is Monday.

American wild animal. The three
categories for the entries are color
slides, color prints and black and
white prints.

The contest is open to anyone who
has never entered a photography
contest giving larger than a $50 prize
or who has not competed with
professionals.

The grand prize for the outstan
ding exhibit is $20, and each
category will have a $10 first prize.

Entries must bea picture of a North

Judges for the competition will be
wildlife photographers Danny On,
Whitefish, Al Nelson, Great Falls, and

forestry and zoology professor, John
Craighead.
Prints will bedisplayed on the third
floor of the UM library May 3-8. The
slides will be shown at the society
meeting that week.
Instruction sheets for the contest
may be picked up at the University
Center information desk, Rosenblum
Gallery, Hatch's, Haugen’s, The Of
fice Supply or Skaggs.
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State Drive-In
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SHOW STARTS AT DUSK
“MAHOGANY” PLAYS FIRST

^
^

M a h o g a n y - th e w o m a n e ve ry w o m a n w a n ts
to b e -a n d e ve ry m a n w a n ts to have

0

Diana Ross

Mahogany
PanavNon’ mColor A Paramount Picture

------ -------Co-Hit________
Jacqueline Susann’s
“ONCE IS NOT ENOUGH"

NOW THROUGH SATURDAY!

degenerate
film,
with dignity.
starring

R IC H A R D
DREYFUSS
RICHARD DREYFUSS

INSERTS’

w.mJESSICA HARPER
BOB HOSKINS • VERONICA CARTWRIGHT • STEPHEN DAVIES
Associate Produce: HARRY BENN *Produced byDAVINA BELLING andCLIVE RARSONS
Wrdlen and Directed by J O H N B Y R U M

/NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED.

D |

M C |

r
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United Artists

Allen Funt’s Wild, Witty
Bare-Ass Masterpiece . . .
“W H A T DO YO U SAY T O A NA KED LADY?’

OPEN 7:15 P.M.
“ Lady” at 7:30 Only
"Inserts" at 9:15 Only
Proof of Age Required

The Beautiful

ROXY
543-7341

A 2001 Splice Odyssey,
The complete nostalgia trip with movie classics, crazy commercials, and TV childhood
characters from your early life cycle.
Take a hilarious look back at the forces in youradolescence that made you the buffoon
you are today!
Sunday

April 25 . U C Ballroom

9 P.M.

FREE
Presented by A S U M Program Council

previews
ART
The graduate thesis display by
James Hatley entitled From Inside:
Architectures, Animals and Shrines
is now featured at the Turner Hall
Gallery of Visual Arts. The exhibit in
cludes works of ceramics, sculpture
and architectonic drawing. It will be
on display through April 26.
The photographs of French
photographer Eugene Atget will be
on display in the UC Gallery until

three this afternoon. Replacing
Atget’s work is the artistry of Mis
soula artist Elizabeth Rak. Her
sculpture and drawings in the
abstract mode feature images of the
female figure. Rak’s exhibit will run
from April 25 through May 7.
A student display of etchings,
lithographs, cerigraphs and wood
cuts is being exhibited at the Son of
Chimney Corner Coffee Shop
through April 30. All works are by the
students in Professor Don Bunse’s
print classes.

JeWOwr!

8 th

NOW

W eek

MUSIC
The free public concert by the
University of Montana Concert Band
originally scheduled for this Sunday
has been postponed until May 23.
The concert will be at 3 p.m. in the
UC Ballroom.
The Ninth Festival of New Com
positions, a three-day presentation
of UM student compositions, con
tinues tonight and tomorrow. This
evening’s program begins at 8, and
Saturday’s performance is at 3 p.m.
Both concerts will be in the Music
Recital Hall, located in the Music
Building, and are open to the public
free of charge.

S H O W IN G
THE F IL M
A LL M IS S O U L A

FILM

IS T A L K IN G
A BO UT!
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SEE IT T O N IG H T !
5 D A YS LEFT
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SH O W TIM E :
7:00 9:30
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A lE R R in C A I U f

ENTEKUININC WHODUNIT!"
—V in c e n t C a n b y , N e w Y o r k T im e s

“Great and glorious
entertainment!
Definitely not
to be
missed!"

“Movie magic!
The most
entertaining
evening of
the year!”

— Aaron S chin dler,
Fam ily C ircle

The elegant Orient Express pulls
but of Istanbul with its usual com
plement of royalty, high-society
types and mysterious travelers.
Stranded by an avalanche across
the tracks, somewhere in Eastern
Europe, the passengers settle down
for a peaceful night, hoping to be res
cued in the morning. The new day
brings' the discovery of a brutal
murder on the train. Fortunately, the
famous Belgian dectective Hercule
Poirot is aboard and is persuaded to
investigate the case so as to present
the local police with a fait accompli
upon rescue, thus avoiding the long
delay of an official investigation and
attendant embarrassment to the
famous types aboard. As Poirot
interrogates each passenger, the
suspicion shifts from one to another.
Finally, Poirot gathers all the
passengers for the denouement, one
of the most amazing solutions ever
presented in a mystery film. The
show starts at 9 tonight in the UC
Ballroom. Admission is 75 cents.

THE KID SUGGESTS A NEW LOCATION for “playing the game” to Sir and
Cocky in a scene from The Roar of the Greasepaint—The Smell of the Crowd.
Left to right: Rikki Ricard, Dick Nagle and Jim Lortz. (Montana Kaimin photo
by Gordon Lemon)

THEATRE
The Roar of the Greasepaint—The
Smell ol the Crowd, the UM School
of Fine Arts Department of Drama’s
spring production opens Thursday,
in the University Theater.
Greasepaint is an Anthony
Newley-Leslie Bricusse musical
comedy. The story is a parable about
a ’’little man” having to play the game
of life as instructed by a pungently
decadent representative of the ruling
class. The little man never has a
chance inthegame, because as soon
as he discovers how to win, the rules
are changed.
The show is directed by Peter
O’Rouke, assistant professor of
drama. The scene design credits go
to AdeLMigid, assistant professor; of

drama, and choreography is by Gail
Grasdal, senior in dance.
Reservations are available from
the University Theater Box Office,
243-4581, from noon to 5 p.m. begin
ning Sunday and during the same
time on performance days. Ad
mission is $2.50 for the general
public and $1.50 for students with
valid identification.

There is nothing sadder to me than
a relationship held together by noth
ing more than the glue on a postage
stamp. If you can't see or hear or
touch a man it’s best to let him go.
John Steinbeck
from East of Eden

— C B S -T V

STARTS TODAY!
S h o w p la c e o f M o n ta n a

W IL M A
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION IN ASSOCIATION WITH NAT COHEN PRESENTS
A JOHN BRABOURNE RCHARO GOODWIN PRODUCTION

tu n u a m n

ihurher on m orient a
COLOR • PRINTS BY M0VIELA8 AN EM PRODUCTION
[P G l
f t SMOlMOUlBUi MUatON UPFOUJCOW
S

rm r

A PARAMOUNT RELEASE |~

543*7341

T H E M O S T H IL A R IO U S C O M E D Y W E S TE R N
EVER! M O R E F U N T H A N “B L A Z IN G S A D D L E S ”
A N D “C A T B A LL O U ” C O M B IN E D !

GEORGE SEG A L
G O L D IE H A W N
I f t h e r u s t l e r s d i d n ’t g e t y o u , t h e h u s t l e r s d i d .

Thurs. & Friday
UC Ballroom

April 22 & 23
75$

9 PM

Presented by ASUM Program Council

Starts Sunday! 3 Days Only!
S U N D A Y M A T IN E E A T 1:30 O N L Y
N IG H T L Y A T 8:00 O N L Y

T H E

MOST
B E A U T IF U L

MUSICAL
LOVE
STORY
EVER!

AMEMN EDANK FILM

THE D U C H E S S AND THE

D IR T W A T E B F O X
. ..h o w t h e W e s t w a s fu n .
O p e n a t 1 :1 0 F o r
S u n d a y M a tin e e
O p e n 7 :4 0 N ig h tly

T h e B e a u tifu l

ROXY
5 4 3 -7 3 4 1

O p e n 6 :3 0 P .M .: C a rto o n a t 6 :4 5 -9 :1 0 • “ F o x " a t 7 :0 5 -9 :3 0
S a t.-S u n .: C a rto o n a t 4 :2 0 -6 :4 5 -9 :1 0 • " F o x " a t 4 :4 0 -7 :0 5 -9 :3 0

review
Hunter Thompson: T h e entrenched mentality
of this country will take us down very shortly.’

HUNTER S. THOMPSON in the ballroom last night with two constant com
panions: a cigarette and a bottle of Turkey. (Montana Kaimin photo by Al Dekmar}
“The flesh peddlers sent me here
to make a speech. I don’t have a
speech. I really feel embarrassed
about it, because I don’t know what
the hell to say. I just hope I get paid,
because in the past I haven't.”
By GORDON DILLOW
Montana Kaimin News Editor

That was Hunter Thompson, the
quintessential Gonzo journalist,
political observer and drug fiend,
speaking to a standing room only
crowd of smoking, sweating, twisted
geeks in the UC Ballroom last night.
It was a weird evening.
Thompson was late to start with,
and after about half an hour the

crowd started getting restless; they
applauded some poor fool who
walked in front of the lecture stand,
yelled, started clapping. No one
yelled, "Let’s boogie!” though. There
was one guy who put a rubber glove
on his head with the fingers sticking
up like a bunch of country link
sausages, but most folks were a little
more normal.
Finally Thompson arrived, bald
headed, red-faced with a red
checkered lumberjack shirt, tinted
glasses and a cigarette holder. Ed
McClanahan introduced him, calling
him “the most innovative and adven
turous writer in America." While he
was doing that Thompson was
thrashing around on the lecture

stand, sipping Wild Turkey from a
paper cup.
“How we gonna do this?”
Thompson asked. “We just gonna
call on people or what?”
One of the first questions was
about the mysterious Dr. Gonzo,
Thompson’s 300-pound Samoan at
torney and co-hero, with Thompson,
of Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas.
“My attorney? Well, I hate to
spread ugly rumors, but the truth will
out, as they say, and the betting is
that he’s dead."
Stunned silence. Is he kidding?
“Well, I could tell you he was run
ning a Ferris wheel in San Diego."
Apparently Dr. Gonzo was
murdered by demented drug dealers
on a yacht somewhere Out There.
And since the subject was death,
someone also asked Thompson
where he got his adrenochrome, a
drug found in warm cadavers.
“Mainly from airplane wrecks.”
A more direct method, he said, is
to “kill somebody and tear their
adrenal gland out. But I wouldn’t ad
vise it. It won’t alter your mind, but
it'll sure as hell let you know you’ve
been somewhere."
Then things started getting
serious.
Thompson said he was out of
politics and drugs for the time being.
“ I wonder why I spent the last ten
or twelve years of my life being in
volved in all these causes by people
who give no thought beyond the
initial confrontations,” Thompson
said. He gave as an example the
problems he encountered when the
Freak Power ticket finally won in
Aspen, Colo.
“What we had in the '60’s was a
momentary respite. The pendulum is
swinging back now, slowly but very
deliberately. We shouldn’t forget
what it’s like to see a friend go down
for three years for one joint.
“ I’d be careful if I were you.”
And there was more, much more,
Thompson wisdom.

On national politics: “As pressure
mounts, as the stakes get higher, all
politicians tend to opt for the least
risk.”
On everybody: “You can’t turn
your back on the bastards.”
On himself: “ I'm just a poor son of a
bitch who got shuffled around in the
meat market. All I care about is hav
ing enough money so people won't
fuck with me."

And finally the crowd got tired and
the room got hotter and people
started to leave and some stoned fool
stood up and got into an argument
with Thompson and the crowd boo
ed and then it was over.
Hey Hunter! Hey Hunter! Can we
get an interview?
“Fuck the interview! Let's get up to
the Mansion for some serious drinkin’.’’

On Jimmy Carter: "He's always
been a very decent person for a Bap
tist Sunday school teacher."
On Nixon: “ I mean, we had six
years of madman running around the
White House. Nixon was always a
rotten little geek.”
On Congress: ”. . . a lame gang of
whores."

“WHATAJOY!...rich in imagination, brimming over
with that warmth and affection that are at the
heart of entertainment, a rarity Indeed these days!'
Judith Cnst. NewYorVMagazine

“MARVELOUS!... Bysome poetic chance, "Le Petit Theatre”
is both a cause for celebration and an act of It!'
Vincent CanOy.The New VfcsrtcTimes

“Not only an unabashed exercise in film...
at its most masterly but a retrospective In miniature of one
of the most perceptive, expansive carreers in world cinema!’
Charles Michener. Newsweek

“THE MOST BEAUTIFUL FILM IN TOWN. RENOIR’S
PEOPLE ARE BEAUTIFUL RENOIR’S DIRECTION
IS BEAUTIFUL. RENOIR IS BEAUTIFUL. GO SEE IT."

—Jonas Mekas, Village Voice

Fellini Satyricon
Program Council
Foreign Film Series
9:00

UC Ballroom
April 26

50$

1970 color

ENGLISH TITLES

PROGRAM:

ALL IN COLOR

ANioeneFeestteieoie
1. The Last Christm as Dinner 2. The Electric Polisher
3 . Entracte; Jean n e M o reau sings: W hen Love Dies
4. The Virtue o f to le ra n c e (Le Roi d e Yvetot)
w ith Francoise Arnoul a n d F ernand Sardou.

C R Y S TA L T H E A T R E

SUNDAY through TUESDAY

515 SOUTH HIGGINS

SHOWS at 7:00 & 9:15

Education said to fit system, not student

W O R D E N ’S is
YO U R KEG H E A D Q U A R TE R S
IC E C O L D

Buckhorn

$109 Pack
Six

OPEN Daily 8 am till Midnight
C orner of Higgins & Spruce

728-9824

SIRLOIN

STEA
K
11 oz. Steak, Baked Potato, Salad Dressing.
French Bread and Coffee.

IN THE LIBRARY
— T.G.I.F. PARTY —
3-6 pm
75C Pitchers
35C Highballs

7SC Pitchers
35C Highballs

Montana Kaimin Reporter

Education in America has become
a rigid structure which fits the system
rather than individuals, Vincent
Barry said yesterday.
Barry, director of the National
Cooperative for Career Education
(NCCE), said "folklore" about
education has made education seem
to be outside the mainstream of life.
Speaking to about 25 people in
Women's Center 215, Barry said the
belief that education is a separate
part of life has made American
education inflexible and unres
ponsive to the needs of the in
dividual.
Barry's lecture, "Education for
Work and Life," was the eighth in the
"American Issues Forum Bicenten
nial Lecture Series.”
Career education is an attempt to
integrate education with work and
life, Barry said. NCCE, a program
which will collect and distribute
career education information and
help develop career education

programs, is part of that attempt,
Barry explained.
NCCE consists of 10 "resource
centers” in the United States. The
national headquarters of NCCE and
one of the resource centers is at the
University of Montana.
Barry said three myths that have
separated education from the rest of
life are:
• education and intelligence are
related. Barry said most people
believe that a person cannot be
intelligent without education.
• learning takes place only in
schools. Education has become a
process of going through grades
with achievement of the next grade
being the goal, Barry said. He said
education is being seen as not
related to a world outside the
educational system.
• education is physically outside
of life. “You go somewhere to go to
school,” Barry said.
Barry said the Am erican
educational system must help
people learn long-range goals, relate

CB appointees approved

s ix , pack lucks
? y i. CASE. UJOC'I

CASE- LUCKW uACr£K. •" 4 . I f
F IF T H STTOMStRSS
t V rfe A L L o N &flu.0
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By NANCY J. HARTE

Central Board Wednesday night
approved the nomination of two
persons to replace board members
who resigned last week.
Kathryn Skillern, junior in
economics, and Dave Bjornson,
sophomore in business ad
ministration, won unanimous ap
proval of the board. They will replace
former delegates Coleen Clark and
Francine Smith.
ASUM President Dave Hill told the
board that he selected the two
nominees out of a field of "18 or 20.”
He said he chose the candidates
because of their "interest and
initiative.”
Hill’s nominations were criticized

IOAUDM I.S;C.

by CB member Dave Hiltner, who
complained that CB members were
not given the opportunity to
interview the candidates before the
nomination.
“We’re voting blind,” Hiltner said.
Hill replied that the replacement is
"a presidential appointment,
although CB is entitled to its input.”
Hiltner voted in favor of the ap
pointments.
In other business, CB approved a
special allocation of $56 to the
Women's Studies program, to allow a
program member to attend a
conference in Pullman, Wash., later
this month.

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia. Washington *OLY*®

n a world buffeted by change, consider
the unchanging church key
On a fateful day in
October, 1919, Mac C
Rosenfeld received Patent
#1,260,321 for it. A gleaming
symphony of spring steel, the
church key was used by three
generations of thirsty collegiate
Oly drinkers. Not until the twist-top
was its utility questioned, although the
discriminating Oly drinker will always
keep one on hand for tav-Stubbies and
Oldtime bottles.
The design of the church key hasn’t
changed because it was made with skill,
ingenuity and simplicity. A great beer
doesn’t change for many of the same
reasons. If it’s done right going in, you’ll
have an unchanging standard of quality.
Some things never change. Olympia
never will.

I
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Beer doesn’t get any better.

work experiences to education,
interact with educators who know
the person and receive continuous
education which is based on needs
rather than grades.
Career education can helpachieve
these goals, Barry said, by teaching
how language, arts and sciences
relate to work.
Vocational education, while useful
for giving students work experience,
can replace neither traditional
studies nor the broader application
of work to life, Barry said.
"No educator," he said, "will say
going to work at MacDonald's will
replace trigonometry.”
Jobs are really not included in the
definition of a career, he said.
He added, "A career is a path, a
lifestyle which includes one's job."

(goings
i on
• Big Sky Intercollegiate Forensic
Tournament, today and tomorrow,
information table in the UC Mall.
• Law School tax institute, 9 a.m.,
UC Ballroom.
• Job hunting workshop for HPER,
1 p.m., FH 214.
• Campus forum on library book
fund allocations, 1:30 p.m., LA 335.
• International Buffet, 6 p.m., UC
Gold Oak Room.
• International folk dancing, 7:30
p.m., Men's Gym.
• Student Composition Recital, 8
p.m., Music Recital Hall.
• “Murder on the Orient Express,"
PC film, 9 p.m., UC Ballroom.
• Warm Springs visitation, 9 a.m.
tomorrow, leave from the Ark, 532
University.
• Art enrichment program for
children, 9:30 a.m. tomorrow, Fine
Arts Building.
• Community Gardens As
sociation, 10 a.m. tomorrow, CityCounty Library.
• Third Annual Rattlesnake clean
up, 10:30 a.m. tomorrow, meet at
Montana Power Gate.
• Barbershop Quartet Conven
tion, 5:30 p.m. tomorrdw, UC
Ballroom.
• Student Composition Recital, 8
p.m. tomorrow, Music Recital Hall.
• Superstars tournament, Satur
day and Sunday, UC Recreation
Room.
• "Four to Go," play, followed by
dinner for 504, Sunday, Wesley
House, 1327 Arthur.
• “The Great Schlitz Movie Orgy,"
PC film, 9 p.m. Sunday, UC
Ballroom.
• Spring Handicrafts Sale, 10a.m.
Monday, UC Mall.
• “Faith Beyond Belief," Christian
life-style film, 6 p.m. Monday, UC
Montana Rooms.
• Campus Bible fellowship, 7:30
p.m. Monday, UC Montana Rooms.
• Hang Gliding forum, 8 p.m.
Monday, UC Lounge.
• “Satyricon,” foreign film, 9 p.m.
Monday, UC Ballroom.

T h e sport of:

APPLEJACK
IS BACK!

H A N G G L ID IN G

★ No Cover Charge ★
The new Saloon addition

Public Forum

• seating for 600 • gam e rooms •
• 2 bars • triple size dance floor •
•live music-featured •

A pril 26
M on d ay
8 p.m .

T ombstone T onics
Tequila & Orange

.

Montana Ditch
Whiskey & Water

60C

U .C . Lounge
^

L
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Free

Free

Free

— R efreshm ents w ill be served—

• •. Should inm ates
be guinea pigs?

F L IP P E R S S U D S T O G O
40 oz. C o n ta in e r
o f D ra ft B eer 7 9 0
Bring in Your Gallons & Half Gallons and
We Fill Them Up!!

FLIPPER’S BILLIARDS

• Cont. from p. 1.
• Testing of vaccines in
Maryland’s House of Corrections.
Prisoners there, some immunized
and some not, were infected with liv
ing disease organisms. Those who
topk ill were treated with antibiotics.
In 1974, the American Civil Liberties
Union sued to stop the practice.
• Drug and plasma experimen
tation in Alabama prisons, which
resulted in a 1972 suit by an ex-in
mate, who showed that the testing
resulted in several prisoner deaths.
Alabama quit the program.
• A now famous case of
government wrongdoing: the U.S.
Public Health Service allowed hun
dreds of syphilis victims to go un
treated to reveal effects of tertiary
syphilis on black men.

Medical experimentation on
prisoners in state and federal prisons
bucks growing opposition. House
Bill 3603 now in Congress would
outlaw the practice in prisons under
federal control and discourage it in
state prisons by denying federal
funds.
Vermont and Oregon have
prohibited prison experimentation
because the vital requirement of
voluntary consent—stipulated first
by the Nurnberg Tribunal—cannot
be guaranteed in any prison setting,
according to the two states.
Since 1973, in fact, the number of
states conducting medical ex
perimentation in prisons has
declined by almost two-thirds. Nine
states are left: Montana, California,
Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Oklahoma, Texas and
Virginia.
A few other states are in the midst
of temporary moratoria: Connec
ticut, for example.
Despite the controversy, ac-

cording to a 1975 report by the contend that prison research is good
University of California Health Policy for society and for prisoners.
Prisoners are a scientifically
Program, state and federal policies
manageable group, the proponents
continue to permit medical ex
periments involving an estimated say. As a result, the experiments are
20,000 of the nation’s' 200,000 accurate and lead to safer drugs that
benefit all.
prisoners—nearly all of them men.
Prisoner surveys conducted by
Concern about the ethics of allow
ing a captive population to endure prison authorities and psychologists
hazards for the benefit of society, show that most volunteers like doing
especially those parts that can afford something important and that they
good medical care, has affected need the money they are paid,
profoundly • some parts of the sometimes because of a shortage of
alternative work. Proponents add
medical community.
Writing in the Journal of the that prisoners are fully informed of
American Medical Association in the possible hazards, which are in
1974, physician George Bach-y-Rita any case quite unlikely.
"The majority of studies,” said
summarized the concern:
"Under the conditions existing to ' Edward Littlejohn, of Pfizer, Inc.,
"are conducted on drugs that,
day in most American prisons,
although still experimental, have
already been extensively studied on
humans. They are on their second
time around, with additional studies
being undertaken to develop a better
delivery system or to explore. . .
some aspect of their metabolism in
humans.”
Only a minority of experiments on
prisoners involve first-time ad
ministration of a new drug, Littlejohn
said in a 1973 letter to Atlantic
magazine. Now that Food and Drug'
Administration rules require boards
of review to ensure that hazards are
minimized, he said, ethical research
methods are assured.
Skeptic Jessica Mitford, whose
Atlantic article, ‘‘Experiments
Behind Bars,” rocked the
pharmaceutical industry in 1973, has
written that her central objection is in
prisoners “bartering their bodies for
cigarette and candy money.”
“ If human research is necessary,”
Mitford wrote to Littlejohn, "why not
call for vQjunteer subjects fromamongst the stockholders in the
giant drug companies? For if
participation is valuable to the
prisoners, how much more uplifting
might it prove to those who profit
from it.”
The core of Mitford’s wry sugges
tion actually has been proposed. A
medical research involving the use of draft system similar to the selective
human subjects appears to be out of service would conscript normal,
keeping with the standards of ethical healthy Americans for drug exor professional conduct.”
On the other hand, some
researchers and drug companies

FREE 12 oz. SOFT DRINK

125 S. 3rd W.
Rem em ber $1.00 Pitchers M on-S at 3-6

LADY
TRAM P
A P R IL 19-24

$1.25 PITCHERS
6 TO 8 PM DAILY

P IP IP IP

$ 1 .0 0 P ITC H E R S
Fri. and Sat. 3-6 pm and 11-12 pm
—AND—
SUNDAY
MONDAY
Pool: $1 an H o u r
Per T ab le
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Pool: $1 an H o u r

11 am -6 pm

11 am -6 pm
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FROM HIGH
ABOVE MISSOULA

W ith th e p u rch ase of
a n y sandw ich.
Fri., Sat., S u n — A pril 23, 24, 25

Spaghetti & Meatballs
95$ per plate
Friday starting at 5:30 p.m.

BIG
J IM ’S
SANDWICH SHOP
In the Chimney Corner at 540 Daly
OPEN 10 am-11 pm Mon.-Sat., 11 am-9 pm Sun.

MT. NEW SOCIALIST PARTY
Public Forum
Topic: “Public Power in Montana"

Guitarist Bill Doty

April 27
8 p.m .

Wednesday through Saturday

U .C . Lounge
Free — Free — Free

Playing 9 p.m . to 1 a.m.

AT THE

MANSION
The O verland Express
102 Ben Hogan Dr.

T H E S T U D E N T A F F A IR S O F F IC E
invites applications from students for the position of Student Affairs
Assistant.
The wage for this position is $3 per hour, approximately four hours per
day. The length of the appointment is one year, beginning June 15,1976.
Resumes and applications should be mailed or hand delivered to:
James A. Brown
Director, Student Services
Lodge 109
by Friday, April 30, 1976.
Interested students may obtain application forms and position
requirements from the Student Affairs Office, Lodge 101.
The University of Montana is an equal opportunity employer.

The UM Foundation
channels the funds
perimentation under such a
proposal.
Mitford was one of the first to
publicize that prisoners are paid an
average of $1 or $2 a day for sub
mitting to drug research; better than
most prison jobs by far but only a
tenth of what it. would cost the drug
companies outside the prison walls.
The American Bar Association,
which also has studied the problem,
concluded that the use of prisons for
research represents a $75-million-ayear subsidy to the drug industry.
Still, the amount seems small com
pared to the industry’sout-of-pocket

of steps that involve animals, healthy
persons to establish toxicity and
dosage, and then sick people to test
drug effectiveness.
Prisoners usually are the healthy
persons used to establish toxicity
and dosage.
A proposed drug may be bumped
off the test route at any time by FDA
rules. Few drugs make it all the way.
Of the 1,000 drugs tested on humans
in 1970, fewer than 100 made it to the
marketplace.
Many drug companies prefer to do
the initial toxicity and dosage tests
on prisoners. Hoffmann-LaRoche,

give the foundation a medical
research building, to be built on
Montana prison land near Deer
Lodge and operated with company
funds channeled through the foun
dation.
Roche employs 26,000 persons
world-wide. With headquarters in
Switzerland, the company has an im
pressive record of accomplishments
in medical research. Collins foresaw
that the arrangement could have
significant benefits for the university.
"We were hoping to get a two-year
medical program at the university,”
Collins said, adding that he and

Collins declined to produce a copy of
the 20-page contract with Roche. . .

d im p ly

A MATTER OF PRIDE
N o m a t t e r w h a t t h e s iz e , s e l e c t t h e
m o s t b e a u t i f u l q u a l i t y d ia m o n d y o u c a n .
A n d m a k e s u r e it c o m e s f r o m u s . F in e
d ia m o n d s t o f i t a n y b u d g e t .
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expenses of $612 million for research
and development in 1970.
Drug companies admit that prison
research is solely to help meet
government requirements for the in
troduction of new drugs.
FDA rules indeed require the use
of humans in the chain of careful
testing that leads to the drug store
shelf. But the rules do not require the
use of prisoners. How testing is done
and who bears the risks are problems
left to the drug companies.
Eli Lilly and Co., for example,
leases part of the Marion County
General Hospital in Indianapolis to
evaluate proposed drugs.
Whatever the method, the testing
required by the government acts to
move untried but promising
chemicals through a gradual series

Inc., approached the University of
Montana in 1967 with this goal in
mind.

The UM Foundation exists to
accept money for the University of
Montana. When the world’s largest
drug company came knocking in
1967 with $250,000 in hand, foun
dation director Thomas J. Collins
didn’t close the door.
The proposal by HoffmanLaRoche, Inc., of Nutley, N.J.,
seemed unbelievably good then and
still does today, Collins said in a
recent interview.
Roche, as the company calls itself
for short, needed a place to test new
drugs on prisoners and proposed to

NEED PARTS ?
MOTOR SUPPLY CO.
M IS S O U L A 'S C O M PLETE
A U T O PARTS CENTER

for
B R A N D N E W C ARS
a n d OLDER MODELS Too

Q

mmsb

O PEN ALL D AY S A T U R D A Y S

“Machine Shop Service”
420 No. Higgins
543-7141

foundation trustees thought the
research facility might form a
“nucleus of things" that could lead to
a medical school for UM.
With approval of the foundation
trustees and Roche money in hand,
the foundation director moved quic
kly to the task.
An act of the Montana legislature
was required to authorize the ex
periments on wards of the state— the
prisoners—and to permit the foun
dation to deal with Roche. The
legislature cooperated and the
legislation was passed in early 1967.
A contract with Roche was signed.
A 5,000-square-foot concrete
building costing $150,000 was
erected on state land a few miles
west of the prison fortress, and
equipped with 14 beds and $100,000
in the latest medical testing
equipment.
Roche found a staff to conduct the
testing program at what would be
called the Deer Lodge Research
Unit. Agreements with prison of
ficials were reached.
And Robert Clark, president of
Roche's U.S. operation, was added
to the UM Foundation’s board of
trustees.
Today, a new prison is being
constructed next doqr to the
Research Unit and a prison in
firmary, still Under construction, has
been attached to it. And the contract
between Roche and the foundation is
in its ninth year.
Collins declined to produce a copy
C > C > I= > C > C > C >

C A M PU S VETS

1976

If you’re a veteran and interested in picking up some extra bucks
while in school we may have the deal for you. How about coming
back into the military? Fat chance, you say? Read on.
We’re the Army Reserve right here in Missoula. We’re an
engineer outfit, and the work we do wouldn't hurt you one bit
when it comes to learning an extra skill iri addition to your
chosen college profession. Like carpentry, for.example, and
plumbing, electrical work, heavy equipment operation, well
drilling, logging and more.
Still no way you’d come on with the green team? How’s a one
year commitment sound? That’s right, just ONE YEAR at a time
is all you have to sign up for as a former member of the Armed
Forces, male or female. For the chance to work in a skilled field
and be obligated only one year, that’s not a bad deal.
But let's get down to it and talk money. That's what’s important
when it comes to those college expenses and the freedom to
have some good times without having to shed a tear over the
checkbook. We can offer you some good money for the time you
put in. For example, an E-4 in the Reserve hauls in $58 for the
one weekend drill a month, and another $217.50 for the two
weeks annual training. In addition, there's other bennies like life
insurance for a song, PX privileges and more.
Now that you think about it, this might not be such a bad deal.
Right? It wouldn't hurt to look into it anyway. We’re available at
Fort Missoula to answer any questions you may have. Call dur
ing the day or feel free to either drop on out Tuesday nights or
the first weekend of each month and see what we're all about.

TOYOTA COROLLA

UNITED STATES ARMY RESERVE
BLDG. 26, FT. MISSOULA, MT
PHONE: 329-3267

One tough
deal to
beat.
2-Door Sedan
Comes with power front
disc bra kes . . . recliningbucket seats .. . transistor
ized ignition .. . peppy 1.6
lite r engine . . . smooth
4-speed synchromesh
tra n s m is s io n . . . rear
window defogger.
O n ly

$2990
Delivered in Missoula

bitterroot
TOYOTA
TOYOTA

Highway 93 S. at 39th St.
542-2121
w m M m u v iA im m A a

••• The experim ents involve
2 0 ,0 0 0 of the nation's prisoners
of the 20-page contract with Roche,
but he did discuss some of the
contents.
In return for the lab and
equipment, Roche was guaranteed
15 years’ access to the research unit.
Its projects have priority over all but
university academic work, although
when work is slow other drug com
panies may be allowed to carry on
commercial drug research there, too.
In the contract, Roche has veto
power over the staff the foundation
hires for the laboratory. If the foun
dation decides to pull out of the pro
ject, Collins said, the company can
move in and run the facility itself,

killed or injured during drug tests at
the Research Unit, but Collins didn't
have exact details.
Supervising the Deer Lodge
Research Unit is Dr. James Moore, a
47-year-old graduate of the
University of Oklahoma medical
school. Moore formerly operated a
drug testing program for Roche at an
Oklahoma medical center.
Moore's job is to secure valid
scientific results from the tests re
quested by Roche without causing
problems for Roche's insurance
policy or violating FDA guidelines on
human research.
His staff includes two medical

The potential volunteer is in
formed of the possible side effects
and potentially lethal hazards, if any,
of the drug to be tested and is offered
fees for submitting to injections,
blood withdrawals, urine and fecal
samples, pills to be taken, fasting,
research ward confinement and
other procedures that will be neces
sary for the test.
A test may take a few weeks or a
year, depending on the drug. Ac
cording to Moore, the experi
mental drugs include: anti
biotics, chemotherapeutics, an
ticholinergics (affecting nerves),
non-narcotic analgesics (pain

technicians and five research as
sistants, all retired Navy corpsmen.
Moore's is a complicated business.
Technically, Moore is a $30,000 to
$40,000 employe of the UM Foun
dation (neither Moore nor Collins
would provide the exact figure). But
Moore’s directions come direct from
Roche, which provides the drugs to
be te’sted and suggests the
procedure, or protocol, to be
followed.
After gaining approval for a
proposed “protocol from the
independent Board of Review in Mis
soula (more on that later), Moore
conducts individual interviews with
those prisoners on the volunteer list
who meet specific requirements on
age, health and genetic background.
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T H E A U TO WASH
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Present
your ID
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And Get Your Car Washed
Anytime For Only

O N E DOLLAR
Offer Good Until Further Notice
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549-2347

719 STRAND AVE.
Stephens & Strand Ave.
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For Your
Estimate On Paint
and Repairs

* ALL MAKES A MODELS
CUSTOM PAINT MATCHING
AUTO PAINT BAKING
OVEN
AUTO GLASS INSTALLED
LEAK FREE
FRONT END ALIGNMENT
FRAME STRAIGHTENING

To be continued next week

in the trempers shopping center

killers), atropinics (muscle relaxants),
psychotropics
(mind
alterants), anticonvulsants, an
tihistamines, and drugs applied to
the skin.
According to Moore, most of the
tests are to determine the best
dosage amounts and methods.
Moore has told congressional
investigators that the lab does not
test “drugs known to be toxic or
highly addictive.”
Volunteers agreeing to the poten
tial hazards and accepting the tes
ting procedures and fees move into
the pool for final selection. Moore
may need as few as 10 or as many as
50 or more volunteers, depending on
the project.
Since the Research Unit’s opening

JV

Some projects were abandoned
during the testing procedures for
various reasons, including adverse
test results.

FOR EVERY BODY

When the world’s largest
drug company came knocking
in 1967 with $250,000 in hand,
foundation director Thomas J. Collins
didn’t close the door.
although the building and equipment
belong to the foundation.
A steady stream of operating funds
and special grants has followed in
the wake of the agreement struck
nine years ago.
In 1975, Roche provided $230,000
to operate the Deer Lodge lab
oratory, including $172,000 for
the nine-man staff; $7,478 for the
prison welfare fund; $19,000 to pay
local and prison doctors for their
help and $30,000 for supplies and
travel.
In 1975 the company also provided
$5,000 to sponsor lectures in the UM
Law School on legal-medical issues;
$15,000 to the university’s research
programs; $2,100 for student interns
at the lab; $5,000 for the university
library, and $5,000 for use at the dis
cretion of the university president.
Roche has provided similar
amounts during the life of the con
tract, including $3,OOOayearto reim
burse the foundation for bookkeep
ing expenses—an amount the
Internal Revenue Service once
thought to be taxable income,
Collins said, but it is not.
The company also sponsors oc
casional conferences in Montana
and elsewhere on c lin ic a l
pharmacology, meetings which give
the UM scientists access to the latest
medical information and a chance to
meet Roche scientists. Two years
ago one such conference cost Roche
$67,000.
Roche also provides "blanket
coverage" to insure the foundation
against liability in case a prisoner is

in 1968, Moore said in an interview,
perhaps 75 or 80 protocols of the 90
approved by the UM Foundation's
Board of Review in Missoula have
been carried out. Hundreds of in
mate volunteers have been involved.
There have been no injuries among
the volunteers, Moore added.

ART & HANDICRAFT SALE
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2 oz. Jose Cuervo Tbquila
Juice from one lime (or 2 tbsp.)
1 tsp. sugar
2 dashes orange bitters
White of one egg
A glass is quite helpful, too.

A p ril 2 6 - 2 7
U niversity C e n te r M all

519 So. Higgins

50 artists from the missoula community

A SEMINAR

will display their works for sale to the public
on monday and tuesday, from 10-5,

BY DISCIPLES OF
BUBBA FREE JOHN
MAY 8 & 9
$30
LOLO HOT SPRINGS HOTEL
Reservations Call
5 4 3 -3 6 7 6

in the university center mall.
Sculpture, paintings, drawings, ceramics,
photography, leather, hand woven materials
& jewelry are among the items in the sale.
JO S E C U E R V O 1 TEQ U ILA . 80 PROOF.
IM P O R T E D A N D B O T T L E D BY 1 1975. .H EU B LEIN . IN C ., H A R T F O R D . CO NN .
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classified ads
1. LOST OR FOUND
FOUND: BLUE POWDERHORN Mountaineering
60-40 Parka. Left in Chemistry Building. 5433428.____________ '
87-4
WILL whoever stole all my books and notes for this
quarter please, please return my notes at least?
Leave them at the desk in Brantly Hall or
J206.___________________ ;________ 87-4
FOUND: one pair GOLD WIRE-RIMMED
OCTAGONAL GLASSES, may be claimed in
Women's Center 109._____
87-4
FOUND: GM CAR KEYS and house keys on leather
thong, may be claimed at Women's Center
109.______
87-4
LOST: Brown leather purse in area of The
Stockman's. Contact Barb. 728-8402. Keep the
money. _______ ;__________________ 86-4
FOUND: TINY puppy (Cocker-like). Found outside
Journalism Bldg. Monday. Please call 7281822/549-5512 after 5, before 8.______
85-4
FOUND: RED windbreaker on Cldver Bowl, Friday.
At Campus Rec. office._______________ 85-4
I WOULD like to have the EMS — navy down— vest
that was taken from the LA. Lost/Found about
April 6 (Tues). It’s my only source of warmth!
Please return to UC Info Desk Lost/Found.
____________________
84-4
LOST: TURQUOISE necklace with puka shells.
Between Jesse and Craig. 243-4367.______84-4
FOUND: SUNGLASSES outside Miller Hall evening
of 14th. 243-2608.
84-4

2. PERSONALS_______
SOCIAL WORK MAJORS: Deadline for applying for
summer or fall quarter practicum placement is
April 26. Pick up applications at 770 Eddy or 211
Venture Center._____________________ 86-2
APPLY NOW to study in Avignon or London next
fall, winter or spring. Earn UM credits. 107 Main
Hall, 243-2900.__________________
86-2
SPRING SEARCH May 7, 8, 9. Applications
available. If interested contact Jeanne Huntley,
Knowles Hall or the Newman Center._____ 85-3
QUESTIONS ABOUT sexual identity? Call Lambda,
243-2998.
84-8
HANG GLIDING Forum — Monday — April 26 U.C.
Lounge 8 p.m. — Free — Free.______
84-4
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, completely
confidential listening. STUDENT WALK-IN. SE
ENTRANCE, SHS Bldg. Daytime 9-5 p.m. Rm 176.
■
87-1
INTERESTED IN NO-FRILLS LOW COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe, Africa, the Middle East, the
Far East? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS has been
helping people travel on a budget with maximum
flexibility and minimum hassle for six years. For
more Info call toll-free 800-223-5569._____ 87-1
FLUNKING ISadrag. .. .But you can get help at the
Student Action Center's Tutorial Service. $1.50
per hour, inquire at U.C. 105.___________ 84-4
FROSTLINE KITS for sleeping bags, tents, vests and
backpacking gear, save you money. Buy them at
Bernina Sewing Center, 148 So. Ave. W., 5492811.
76-34

HANG GLIDING — Public Forcim — U.C. Lounge —
Monday — April 26, 8 p.m. — FREE._____ 84-4
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: Call Marie
Kuffel, 728-3845 or 549-7721, or Joe Moran, 5493385 or 543-3129.___________ ._______ 80-30
MISSOULA CRISIS center 543-8277,______ 76-34
WOMEN'S place health education/counseling.
abortion, birth control, pregnancy, V.D.
counseling, crisis, rape relief. M-F 2-8 p.m. 1130
West Broadway 543-7606._____________ 5-0
WOMEN’S place invites women interested in getting
involved with women’s health care counseling/educatlon to call 543-7606 for information and
attend a training session. April 24, 10 a.m. at
YWCA._________________ ;_________ 77-11
4. HELP WANTED_______________________ __

BABYSITTER needed for 2 year old girl at Speech
Center in Health Bldg. 10:30-11 M.T.Th.F.
$3/week 721-1190.
87-1
JUNIORS AND SENIORS: Looking for a part-time
job with flexible hours and real experience in the
business world? The Preston J. Turner and
Timothy L. Thompson Agency — Northwestern
Mutual. Call 728-6699 9 A M, to 5 P.M,
79-13
7. SERVICES__________ __________________ _
FOREIGN CAR repair. Professional work at
reasonable rates. All Makes. 549-3880. Behind
Skate Haven._______________________ 84-4
8. TYPING

EXPERT TYPING. 258-6420 evenings.

80-28

bits and pieces
Art Fair
Fifty artists from the Missoula area
will try to sell their artwork in the
Spring “Art and Handicraft Sale" in
the University Center Monday and
Tuesday.
The art fair will be in the UC Mall
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. both days.
Works to be offered for sale will in
clude
sculptures,
paintings,
drawings, ceramics, photography,
leather craft, hand-woven materials
and jewelry.
Thirty students and twenty non
students will display their works at
the sale. Tables in the mall are
reserved free for University students
and for $5 to not more than 20 non
students.
The sale is sponsored by the UC
Programming Services.

Friends of Library
The annual Friends of the Library
dinner will take place Tuesday at 7
p.m. in the University Center Gold
Oak Room.
Lenora Koelbel, author and his
torian from Arlee, will be the keynote
speaker and will present a slideshow

featuring early photographs of Mis
soula.
Harry Fritz, associate professor of
history at the University of Montana,
will be master of ceremonies at the
program. Entertainment is also
scheduled for the dinner.
Cost of the dinner is $4.50 per
person. Reservations may be made
by calling the UM Library office at
243-6800. Today is the last day to
make reservations for the dinner.

Library Forum
The Library and Archives Com
mittee will discuss the allocation of
library book funds for 1976-1977 in
an open meeting at 1:30 today in LA
335. The meeting will examine prior
approaches to the allocation of book
funds, and discussion of whether to
retain the present allocation system
or alter it.
Allocation is currently based on a
formula based on enrollment,

SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE: Reports — Thesis.
77.33
542-2435.______
EXPERT TYPING. Thesis, papers. 728-1638. 76-34
TYPING. ACCURATE—thesis experience. 5436835.____ •__________________ .____ 71-41
9. TRANSPORTATION

_________________ _

RIDE needed to Conrad or Choteau area anytime
Friday. Will help pay for gas. 721-1132.
87-1
NONSMOKER NEEDS ride to Great Falls, May 6
after 3:30 p.m. Call Maryann 549-5882.
84-4
GOING EAST — looking for a ride or someone to
hitch with. Either case I'll pay a good share of the
<$549-5658._______________________ 84-4
11.

FOR SALE_____________

V

1972 DATSUN PICK-UP. $1550, GOOD SHAPE.
549-6652 AFTER 6 P.M._______________ 87-1
ELECTROPHONIC modular stereo system. Garrard
turntable, AM/FM receiver, 8-track recorder, airsuspension speakers. $100. 728-2029. Ask for
David.
_____________________ 87-3
REALISTIC Solid State STA-65D AM-FM Stereo
Receiver & two KLH Model 23 Speakers $200.7289614,_________ ;____________
87-1
MOVING SALE. Cookware, appliances. 10-speed
bike, motorcycle, golf clubs, clothes, curtains, etc.
Sunday April 25th 1-6 P.M. University Golf Course
clubhouse.________________
86-2
PIONEER car stereo w/am, fm and fm stereo plus 8track. 2 Craig speakers included—originally $179
will sell for $60 or best offer. Ask for Bill Wood at
Kaimln Office. 243-6541.______________ 86-3
FOR SALE: Sansui QR-500 4-channel receiver and
Panasonic 2/4 channel 8-track deck. Very good
condition $125. 243-2586._____________ -85-5
TURQUOISE and SILVER Jewelry. High quality, low
price. UC Mall, Wed., Thurs., Fri.________ 85-3
SCHWINN 3-speed, near-new condition. $35. 5499773._____________________________ 85-3

TURQUOISE JEWELRY: Rings. Necklaces.
Bracelets. Good quality — Low prices'. 721-2939.
_________________ ,85-3
1972 YAMAHA 350 Street Bike, Good condition, low
mileage, priced to sell. 549-2690, Russ.
85-3
21" MOTOBECANE 10-speed. Excellent cond. $135
85-3
or best offer. 243-2625._________ . '
MEN'S PG Pro-Staff swing weighted golf clubs.
Irons 2-wedge. Woods 1.3. 4. 5 plus putter, bag.
shoes (sz. & }j2) Exc. cond. 728-2467 after 5.
'_____________________;_____
84-4
ALTEC 811B high frequency horns (2) with 806-8A
drivers. MUST SELL. Call 549-5367 after 6 p.m.
•______________________________84-H
MARVEL'S BOOK SHOP. Having trouble finding
books on Astrology? Call 258-6224 or come
out—125 Hellgate.__________________ 71-21
12. AUTOMOTIVE

1971 SUPER-BEETLE, low mileage, excellent
condition. 728-9505 after 5.____________ 85-3
1972 FORD Torino Exc. Cond. A/C. $1495. Call 5498833 or see at 118 Yakima Dr.__________ 84-4
'66 DATSUN station wagon. 4-door, good condition,
30 MPQ. $650. 728-5686.______________ 84-4
13. BICYCLES

21" CAMPANIA PRO: Phil Wood, Shimano, Suntour and S.R. Royal equipped, like new. 728-2429
after 6 p.m. ______________________ 85-3
15. WANTED TO BUY_______________________

WANT TO BUY — Cash paid — furniture, dishes,
nick nacks, pots and pans, antiques, tools, etc.
Phil's Second Hand, 1920 S. Ave. 728-7822.
______________ ■_____________
85-25
20. MISCELLANEOUS__________________ _

DANCE CLASSES: Elenita Brown, Internationally
Trained Experienced Teacher. Groups for all
ages. Ballet and Character, Modern, African and
Jazz, Spanish. Pre-Dance for small children. 7281663 or 1-777-5956._____________
84-8

relative costs of books and other fac
tors.
Departments, faculty and in
dividuals are invited to attend the
meeting and comment on the
allocation policy or to comment in
writing to committee Chairman Lane
McGaughy, Rm. 203, 600 University
Ave.
C o m e r South Higgins & East Beckwith

CB Holdup

B U R G IE B EE R
$ 1.1 9 6-Pack Cans

CRAWFORDSVILLE, Ind. (AP)—
John Gunset may think twice before
he calls for assistance on a citizens’
band radio again.

LARGE SELECTION OF
76 YAMAHA’S IN STOCK

Gunset, 18, of Omaha, Neb., was
stranded on Interstate 74 near here
Tuesday after his car stalled.

—ALSO—
SPECIAL PRICES ON REMAINING
7 5 YAMAHA’S IN STOCK

Police said that after Gunset is
sued his radio call for help, a driver
stopped on the other side of the
interstate, walked across the road,
surveyed the situation, pulled a knife
and robbed Gunset of $54.

GROWTH GROUP
FOR GAY MEN
Six sessions, closed group of 7. Accent on the individual’s
feeling response to his life. Primal, gestalt techniques
will be incorporated. Growth implies replacing old selfdefeating behavior with new conscious patterns which
increase satisfaction with life.
For In fo rm atio n and R eg istratio n C all
Jim
7 2 8 -5 8 7 5

A FREE SERVICE OF LAMBDA
LAM B D A P R O V ID E S E D U C A T IO N RAPS A N D
C O U N S E L IN G C O N C E R N IN G SEXU A L M IN O R IT IE S

A

YAMAHA
Guaranteed Service Makes a Happier Customer at

T& W SPO R TLA N D
Phone 542-0394

3939 Brooks

Invite the bunch . . .

M ix a great, big bucket full of

O pen H ouse P u n ch !
Serves 3 2 . . . tastes like a super co cktail!
Greatest drink ever invented! Mix a batch in advance,
add ice and 7UP at the last minute. .. serve the crowd
right out of the bucket! Smooth ’n delicious. Wow!

R e c ip e :
O n e fif t h S o u th e rn C o m fo rt

C O N F ID E N T IA L

3 q u a rts 7 U P
6 o z . fr e s h le m o n ju ic e
O n e 6 -o z . c a n fro z e n o ra n g e ju ic e

L IS T E N IN G

O n e 6 - o z . c a n f r o z e n le m o n a d e
C h ill'in g r e d ie n t s .

M ix in

b u c k e t,

a d d in g 7 U P la s t . A d d a f e w d r o p s
re d

The Walk-In

fo o d

c o lo r in g

( o p tio n a l) ; s t ir

lig h t ly . A d d ic e , o r a n g e , le m o n
s lic e s . L o o k s a n d t a s t e s g r e a t !

9-5 Week-Days
Health Service
8-12 All Nights

elizpbeth rol^- sculpture
uc ort gallery - april 25 - m ay 7

S. E. Entrance of H.S.

weekdays 9am - 3pm
sun - thurs 7pm - 9pm

You know it's got to be good

.

.

.

when it's made with

S o u th e rn C o m fo r t
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. TOO PROOF LIQUEUR. ST LOUIS.

MO 63 I3 2

